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Personal Perspective 
In an age of sound bites and exit polls, people and events often spawn quick and simplistic ratings. The Ecological Stewardship 
Workshop, inspired by Chief Thomas of the U.S. Forest Service, should not be subjected to early evaluation. Ecosystem 
management, as every resource manager knows, is a "work in progress." The 11 days in Tucson were a piece of that canvas. 

We should wait at least two years to see how this event looks through political, organizational, cultural, behavioral, economic, and 
scientific lenses. The wait is not rooted in skepticism. The Workshop could turn out to have been a quietly significant milepost in 
response to American society's shifting attitude toward public lands. Alternatively, the Workshop may turn out to have been a 
provocative experiment, humbled by the turbulence of modern social and political change. 

Whatever the end result, a few process points should be highlighted: 

• For the first time, several private foundations joined the U.S. Forest Service in co-funding a federal initiative. This was 
a non-trivial innovation. While the collaboration was not entirely smooth, it was professional, constructive, and could 
portend new ways of engaging public policy choices. 

• The walls between scientists and resource managers which the workshop was designed to lower or melt, remain fairly 
high because the incentives which drive each are different. I was fascinated to watch how much harder managers 
worked to understand the science than scientists worked to grasp the issues which the managers must embrace. This 
will be true as long as scientists are rewarded for producing good science, quite apart from how it might or might not 
enrich a manager's options. 

• Preliminary reactions to the concept of an 11-day workshop were tortured and, in some agency quarters, predictably 
negative. This observer/participant saw serious professionals, hammering away during 15-hour days at the awesome 
challenge of integrating imperfect scientific knowledge into the tough job of managing the resource base for a public 
that is distinguished for the mixed signals it gives. 

Since the Workshop was largely centered on issue engagement, the true measure of its worth will come when we see where it 
leads and what is put into practice. Seasoned agency veterans know that when management objectives shift, practice will 
change little until personnel incentives, internal policies, budgets, and political will are lined up behind the shift. Because the 
Tucson Workshop did not deal with system-level management changes — and it was arguably not the right forum — the jury will 
be out on this for some time. A set of markers can easily be developed to monitor changes. This task however either remains 
unassigned or has not been made public. 

Based on discussions in Tucson, here are some things which resource management agencies understandably do not yet appear to 
have figured out: 

(1) How to capture and integrate relevant science into management practices under declining budgets? 
(2) How to embrace broader (and time-consuming) consultative processes with ecosystem "stakeholders" under declining 

budgets and under the strictures of Federal Advisory Committee Act? 
(3) How to encourage and reward agency officers for designing and implementing experiments with field-based prototypes 

in ecosystem management! (When there are many unknowns, it is a legitimate management strategy to build 
knowledge on the basis of lessons from innovations and inspirations.) 

(4) How to manage the natural resource base for some desired future condition when the matter of whose desired future 
condition has not been decided? 

(5) How to more effectively embrace and enhance the role of citizens as stewards of public lands and waters? 

Public resource management agencies are not into the curve of responding to a shift in society favoring natural resource 
sustainability. The Tucson Workshop was timely for the purpose of codifying agency advances, for inter-agency learning, and 
for giving standing to the scientific basis for the directions in which society is moving. Those who came to Tucson and stayed 
benefitted in one extraordinary and personal way — information swaps plus genuine issue engagement and discovery were 
daily fare. 

Theodore Smith 
Henry P. Kendall Foundation 
Boston, Massachusetts 



INTRODUCTION 

Why an Ecological Stewardship Workshop? 

We live in a time of historic change in the way people view, understand, and value the natural 
world. Not since the turn of the last century have so many varied interests in our nation had such an 
intense focus on the role and professional management of the public lands and their resources. The 
current development of an ecologically based approach to stewardship has evolved from a series of 
events, understandings, and articulated values provided over time by the scientific community, 
natural resource managers, legislative actions, judicial reviews, widespread public comment, failing 
rural economies, and concerns over the long-term health and viability of the environment and our 
ability to provide for desired goods and services from public lands. 

In April 1994, Forest Service Chief Jack Ward Thomas addressed the Consultative Group on 
Biological Diversity, a consortium of private foundations, at a dinner meeting in Washington, D.C. 
In his presentation, Thomas invited the foundation community to work with the Forest Service and 
other federal agencies to pursue a strategy of ecosystem management — in his words "something 
that was part of the much broader issue of sustaining life on earth." 

Participant Comment: "Ecosystem 
management is about people and for people. 
It is a tool for meeting people's needs for a 
sustainable natural system. It is a device to 
help us realize our very human goal of 
passing on to our children and theirs a world 
that will sustain them." 

Thomas emphasized the need to bring together 
technical, social, economic, and policy 
considerations to form the framework for how 
we will use our natural resources. He also noted 
that the Forest Service and other federal agencies 
lacked several important elements to do so, 
including: a clear description of what 
implementing ecosystem management will entail 
and what options exist in various situations; a 
scientific consensus regarding the specific 
components of ecosystem management; and the relationship of ecosystem management to 
sustaining ecosystems, maintaining biological diversity, and the past, present, and future 
relationships of people to ecosystems. 

For information about this project contact the co-executive secretaries Dr. Robert C. Szaro and Dr. 
William T. Sexton, or foundation representative Dr. Peter Stangel. For information about individual 
topics contact the lead authors. Contact information listed in Appendix A. 
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Private foundations played a critical role in making this vision a reality. Private funds greatly 
accelerated the workshop planning process, and set the stage for innovative public-private 
partnerships that were necessary to develop a reference document. Public-private partnerships are at 
the core of an ecological approach. This project "lived the vision" as the private-public partnership 
was a major element in making the workshop a success. The critical nature of this partnership is 
driven by two factors. First, no one organization has all of the experience or experts needed to 
synthesize state-of-the-art recommendations for an ecological approach to management. Second, 
the most cost effective and practical way to develop an ecological stewardship reference is through 
Thomas' proposal — to convene a group of experts at a workshop to explore these issues and 
develop a common reference on how the federal agencies could implement an ecological approach, 
given their current resources. The expert's charge would be to develop a synthesis of the available 
scientific theory and data for the essential elements of an ecological approach and to develop a 
synthesis of the current resource management experience in implementing those elements in various 
field situations. He placed great importance on this workshop for helping to develop a 
comprehensive framework for addressing common implementation issues and strategies, for better 
identifying opportunities for cooperation, and for describing those elements of an ecological 
approach that require close collaboration of many resource management organizations. The broad 
partnership used to organize the workshop and provide the experts necessary to develop the desired 
reference documents is representative of the cooperation essential to any sound ecological approach. 

Over the last 5-10 years there has been a significant evolution in the understanding of landscape 
relationships and resources and what constitutes the best available science and related management 
options. The experience and knowledge gained by federal agencies and state and private 
organizations has brought us to the point of being capable of consolidating a common foundation or 
reference to better share and more rapidly implement improved ecological approaches. 

The cooperative development of this workshop by federal, state, and private partners was the key 
first step. The workshop launched a new era in the management of our federal lands and waters. 
For two weeks, over 350 land managers, ecologists, economists, sociologists, and administrators 
from the public and private sector worked to build a framework within which the ecological 
stewardship of our federal lands and waters can be implemented. 

This is an interim report of some of the many concepts and issues discussed at this workshop which 
was held in Tucson, Arizona, December 4-14, 1995. It is neither a comprehensive nor a final 
report. Rather, it is intended to provide a general overview of workshop activities and to highlight 
some of the key ideas and challenges raised by participants. It includes summaries of discussions 
and personal perspectives offered by participants with different backgrounds. 

For those who could attend the workshop, this report will give a sense of the participant's priorities, 
concerns, and ecological stewardship goals. For those who did attend, we hope this report will 
restore the energy and enthusiasm you exhibited during the discussions, as well as stimulate you to 
continue your leadership toward an ecological approach for the stewardship of federal lands 
and waters. 
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Who Were the Workshop Sponsors? 

Sponsors List. The Ecological Stewardship Workshop was successful because of the contributions 
of more people than can be named in this restricted space. Sponsors for the Ecological Stewardship 
Workshop included: 

Private Financial Supporters Agencies and Organizational Supporters 

Bullitt Foundation 
Hancock Timber Resources Group 
Liz Claiborne & Art Ortenberg Foundation 
Moriah Fund 
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation 
Seneca Jones Timber Company 
The Henry P. Kendall Foundation 
The Pew Charitable Trusts 
Tides Foundation 
W. Alton Jones Foundation 

American Fisheries Society 
American Forests 
Boise Cascade Corporation 
Consultative Group on Biological Diversity 
Hispanic Assoc, of Colleges and Universities 
National Forest Foundation 
National Parks and Conservation Association 
Pacific Rivers Council 
Pinchot Institute for Conservation 
Society of American Archeology 
The Nature Conservancy 
University of Arizona 
USDA Forest Service 
USDI National Oceanic & Atmospheric Admin. 
USDI Bureau of Land Management 
USDI Fish and Wildlife Service 
USDI Geologic Survey 
USDI National Biological Service 
USDI National Park Service 

How Was the Workshop Designed and Implemented? 

A workshop Planning Group was established with representatives from federal and state agencies, 
nongovernmental conservation organizations, industry, foundations, and academia. This group met 
in a public forum on a biweekly basis for most of the next year, and deserves tremendous credit for 
developing the overall approach and general structure for the workshop. 

The Planning Group, after extensive discussion and public comment, selected 30 key topics related 
to a common vision of an ecological stewardship approach (Box 1). Two teams were developed for 
each topic, one to synthesize current scientific knowledge and one to synthesize current 
management experience in implementing that topic as a part of resource management actions 
(Figure 1). Both teams included scientists and managers. Their respective papers will be closely 
coordinated throughout the writing process. 
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The workshop was designed to take the current state of our scientific knowledge and eliminate the 
typical transition lag of 5 to 10 years historically taken to bring new knowledge into routine use in 
natural resource management. One key challenge was creating a stimulating workshop environment 
in which participants from diverse backgrounds could interact productively. In order to facilitate 
these interactions the workshop utilized an on-site computer network referred to as the "Workshop 
Web" (See Box 2). There was also a strong desire to see scientists and managers work together to 
achieve their respective goals. To this end, the workshop format emphasized interaction, and 
minimized observation. Almost everyone that attended the workshop had responsibility for a 
writing assignment or other activity that related to workshop goals. 

Box 1. Topics Covered at the Ecological Stewardship 
Workshop 

1 Public Expectations/Shifting Values 
2 Cultural/Social Diversity and Resource Use 
3 Processes for Achieving Consensus in Achieving Land Stewardship and Sustainability 
4 Regional Cooperation 
5 Human Role in the Evolution of North American Ecosystems 
6 Land Use Over Time 
7 Shifting Human Use and Expected Demands for Natural Resources 
8 Heritage Management 
9 Ecosystem Sustainability and Condition 
10 Ecological Restoration/Maintenance 
11 Genetic and Species Diversity 
12 Ecosystem and Landscape Diversity 
13 Population Viability 
14 Ecological Functions and Processes 
15 Role of Disturbance and Temporal Dynamics 
16 Scale Phenomena 
17 Ecological Classification 
18 Social/cultural Classification 
19 Social System Functions and Processes 
20 Economic interactions at local/regional/national/international scales 
21 Ecological Economics 
22 Producing and Using Natural Resources 
23 Uncertainty and Risk Assessment 
24 Evolving Public Agency Beliefs and Behaviors Toward Ecosystem-based Stewardship 
25 Legal Perspectives 
26 Assessments 
27 Adaptive Management 
28 Decision Support Systems/Models and Analyses 
29 Monitoring and Evaluation 
30 Data Management, Collection, and Inventory 
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At the workshop, a wide variety of disciplines, scientists, managers, and individuals from many 
backgrounds discussed how the essential elements of each topic could be addressed and how strong 
ties between the science synthesis and management synthesis would be maintained. The workshop 
was the starting point for over 350 authors, organized in 60 teams, to begin the process of 
consolidating what we have all learned about applying sound ecological approaches in a variety of 
management situations. This broad range of participants provided each author team with 
perspectives on the potential content of their papers. A critical component of the structure for the 
workshop was ensuring the integration of physical, biological, social, cultural, and economic 
aspects. 

Box 2. The Workshop Web 

All information prepared for the workshop or developed during the workshop was available to 
every participant for further revision, comment, or development. At the end of each days 
sessions, the notes from those presentations and discussions were added to the workshop web 
system. Participants could look at other discussions groups notes and make comments. They 
could also get a complete copy of notes from the system or a short summary of the notes. 

The workshop web contained the following documents: 

a draft version of each science synthesis paper; 
a 2 page summary of each management topic discussion; 
a full copy of each management topic discussion group notes; 
the science and management author team operating plans; 
the science and management author team draft outlines; 
a list of sponsors; 
a list of participants attending the workshop; 
a list of the key contact person for each author team. 

The workshop web was developed and implemented to follow the protocols and design of the 
world wide web (www). The format and symbols at the workshop were essentially the same as if 
participants had been using the www. Following the conclusion of the workshop, the workshop 
web was placed on the Forest Service Internet Server and activated for public access and review. 
All of the above information from the workshop can be located on the Internet at: 
http://www.fs.fed.us/eco/workshop.htm 

What Were the Objectives of the Workshop? 

• To develop a framework for implementation of an ecosystem approach on federal lands and 
waters. The framework and related information are not intended to provide prescriptive 
solutions for individual sites or places but should provide the foundation for the 
development of agency implementation plans and strategies; 
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To publish a reference text that: 1) outlines the management options and alternatives for 
implementing an ecologically-based approach to the stewardship of federal lands and waters, 
and 2) documents the scientific foundations and identifies scientific shortcomings for those 
options and alternatives. 

To serve as the foundation for ongoing efforts: accelerating implementation, improving 
resource management, advancing partnerships, and sharing data. The workshop is not an end 
point, but rather a beginning point for improving and evolving future on-the-ground resource 
management. 

How Does the Workshop Link with Other Efforts? 

The reasons why federal agencies came together with a common interest and vision for the 
workshop and its resulting products were driven by similar recent experiences. These include the 
evolution and general acceptance of new and modified elements of what tools a prudent manager 
should consider when addressing resource management options. These have emerged from research 
organizations, land managers, universities, and interest groups. We all operate under an 
increasingly complex framework of laws and regulations. Many court decisions in recent years 
have understated the need for improved resource management data and analyses. We all are 
attempting to respond to a range of public interests for more definitive explanations and descriptions 
of resource conditions and improved predictive capability. In addition, we all desire the ability to 
understand and address resources in a more holistic context. 

The workshop is one piece of the larger strategy to develop a comprehensive framework and use 
this as the foundation to address implementation issues and strategies between and within agencies. 
The framework provides a picture of key elements, activities, and barriers that can be used to focus 
agency actions in the coming years. It can also be used by a broad range of other natural resource 
managers as they see fit in their operations. 

This workshop was a logical step to follow previous summary efforts regarding the development of 
ecological approaches to land and resource management undertaken by federal agencies. These 
include the 1994 Congressional Research Service Report to Congress, "Ecosystem Management: 
Federal Agency Activities," the President's Commission for Sustainable Development, and the 
Ecosystem Management Initiative undertaken by the Interagency Ecosystem Management Task 
Force (report "The Ecosystem Approach: Healthy Ecosystems and Sustainable Economies," 
volumes 1&2 currently available and volume 3 expected shortly). 

WHAT COMMON THEMES EMERGED? 
The workshop had two primary components. One was to closely examine and develop papers on 
the 30 topics. The second, recognizing that this reductionist view lacked the integration essental to 
an ecological approach, was to address connections across topics. The workshop looked at 
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"pieces," but also made a particular effort to integrate the "whole." This was accomplished 
throughout the workshop by a subset of the participants who were asked to step back from the 
intense and detailed discussions and look for the dominant themes and linkages that emerged. 
These individuals' were divided into three teams each with a slightly different charge: 

(1) to summarize and describe common elements of activities that have been found to be 
successful in certain situations in applying the topic on the ground; 

(2) to recognize and describe recurring barriers to implementation (scientific, social, economic, 
etc.) including a summary and description of activities that have been found to not be 
practical or beneficial for implementation; and, 

(3) to summarize and describe common elements of activities that appear to be highly promising 
approaches but for which there are yet no field experience. 

In this section we present brief summaries of some of the more popular, controversial, and 
interesting themes identified by these teams. This list is not exhaustive, but rather is intended to 
provide a sampling of the types of ideas raised and addressed by workshop participants. These 
themes should be viewed as both the foundations for additional discussions and as action items for 
the successful development and implementation of an ecological approach to resource management. 

Keeping Everyone "In the Loop" 

It is critically important to involve key parties early in the ecosystem management planning process 
and keep them productively involved throughout. This seems trite, but in case after case, successful 
planning efforts involved key parties, while unsuccessful efforts failed to do so. Agency decision
makers should consider involving the public in non-traditional ways, such as in data collection and 
information assimilation. Managers also need to do more than just provide a forum for input. If 
necessary, they have to draw others into the process. Often, long-term residents have in-depth 
knowledge of how ecosystems have responded to past influences and can provide valuable guidance 
not available elsewhere. Decision-makers must be receptive to such input from the public and keep 
the decision-making process open. Some workshop participants noted that for their public interest 
groups, the process used in inviting participation is as important as the outcome. 

Sharing Information for Success 

To keep key parties actively engaged in the ecological stewardship process, agency personnel must 
share information about the ecosystem, appropriate laws, agency management goals, the decision
making process, different stakeholders interests, and a host of other factors. It may also be 

'Rai Bennett, Gary Benson, Gordon Brown, Jim Caplan, Bill Civish, Jerry Clark, Joan Comanor, Bob 
Doppelt, Chris Jauhola, Dennis LeMaster, John Mosesso, Steve Ragone, Chris Risbrudt, Rob Robinson, Peter 
Stangel, Brad Smith, Dick Smythe 
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necessary for key players to educate agency personnel about local cultures and historical traditions. 
This give-and-take of information contributes to each partner's education and builds the bonds 
necessary for effective ecological stewardship. A shared literacy and awareness about ecosystems, 
and about how humans rely on and affect them, can help build receptivity and support for ecological 
stewardship approaches. 

Workshop participants noted many successful strategies for information sharing, including: 

• using modern technology such as Geographic Information Systems that visually portray 
landscape-level concepts that are difficult to describe verbally; 

• identifying agency personnel who could "speak the language," and "relate" to diverse 
partners. This person was often part of the local community and knew the best approach and 
forum for communicating information to neighbors; 

• engaging professional societies, community groups, churches, and others to help with 
information sharing; 

• committing to information sharing as a key component of ecologically based stewardship; 

• providing incentives and rewards for staff that are effective educators and partnership 
builders. 

A commitment to effective information sharing will require that agencies invest in training for key 
personnel and ensure that the "right" people are selected for the job. Agency people should also be 
part of the local community. Frequent assignment changes often disrupt linkages and trust that can 
only develop with time. 

Fostering a Culture of Ecological Stewardship 

Social commitment exists for environmental protection, but social support for ecological 
stewardship can be improved. Somewhere along the way, ecosystem management got a bad name. 
One reason for this is the perceived negative effect of ecological stewardship on natural resource 
jobs. Right or wrong, that's the perception. To gain legitimacy, public ecosystem managers must 
tap into core public values and build social support for science and management dedicated to 
sustaining healthy, productive ecosystems. This effort is not about "big government." Rather, it is 
about looking for collaborative approaches among all landowners who desire health and 
productivity for the lands, waters, and resources they manage. 

Society must be convinced that people are inextricably wedded to ecosystems and, therefore, 
humans have to take into account how they "draw" upon ecosystems for their personal well-being. 
An imperfect but useful analogy is how people routinely review and balance their checkbooks. They 
draw upon their resources to support their lifestyle choices but cannot withdraw beyond a minimum 
balance. We must also increase acceptance of inherent ecosystem value — the belief that 
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ecosystems have intrinsic value as functioning systems as well as for how their components can be 
used by people. In addition, this belief asserts that system components and their relationships 
constitute a valued and valuable asset for all species, especially humans. 

On-the-ground practitioners of ecological stewardship rejected the notion that such practices tore 
communities apart and hurt economies. Done correctly, they viewed ecological stewardship as a 
way to bring communities together and improve the quality of natural resources. 

Motivated by a Love of Place 

Successful approaches to ecosystem management are increasingly community-based, initiated by 
local people, and motivated by a "love of place." In such cases, ecosystem management is in the 
local interest and is a means to achieve the beneficial use of its "natural capital." There is growing 
realization that a long-term approach to land use and management is generally ecologically and 
economically better for developing harmonious and sustainable relationships between people and 
the land. Ecosystem management is also a means to build trusting relationships, often among 
former antagonists, to gain political power in furthering envisioned ends. 

Interagency Collaboration 

Interagency collaboration is essential and can be improved, if people focus on each agency's 
relevant legislative authorities as enabling cooperation, rather than hindering it. Participants 
suggested that legislative changes to resolve statutory conflicts and enhance collaboration should be 
developed and presented to Congress. Positive relationships between employees in the various 
agencies are important to success. These relationships should be recognized and encouraged through 
administrative channels. 

Having a shared vision for ecological stewardship is also critical for interagency collaboration The 
history of agency missions has led to a somewhat disjointed federal conservation mandate. 
However, the ground breaking efforts of workshops like this one continue to bring executive 
leadership teams in direct contact to discuss shared visions and objectives. Many saw the 
networking at staff and executive levels as a productive means to continue development of a shared 
vision for ecological stewardship. 

Effective collaboration could also help overcome budgetary restrictions. Coordination should 
reduce duplication and overlap. Congress and other funding entities should respond more favorably 
to clearly demonstrated collaborative approaches to land management. 
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Private Industry Leadership and Partnership 

Partnerships that cross-cut public/private boundaries are also essential for ecological stewardship for 
several reasons. Awareness of private property rights was a high priority at the workshop. The 
notion of federal or state dominion over private lands was flatly rejected. In fact, many participants 
noted that private industry was providing an effective model for federal land management and 
industry was invited to assume the leadership role on some resource issues. 

Effective collaboration between the public and private sectors will require a shared vision and 
strategy for implementation, mutually acceptable and binding rules for collaboration, and 
willingness to trust and act separately and together to attain this vision. 

Shared leadership will be critical to collaboration It recognizes "co-dominance" among partners 
based on strengths, talents, and expertise. It recognizes the potential for "co-evolution" in personal 
and institutional growth and agreements. Thus, shared leadership is really "co-leadership." 

Leadership means embracing complex systems 
by thinking in a pragmatic, work-a-day sense. 
Co-leadership means conscious avoidance of "I 
win; you lose" approaches. When such 
approaches are applied, progress stops. Nothing 
happens. We delay. We litigate. We blame. 
We build bureaucracy and hide behind it. We 
accept rigidity and reject change. We cling to 
structure and deny system dynamics. 

Co-leadership emerges when partners find 
common vision, establish agreements for how 
to treat one another, and contribute the resources 
for joint activity. In the case of federal agencies, 
laws (e.g., National Environmental Policy Act, 
Federal Land Policy and Management Act, 
National Forest Management Act, and 
Administrative Procedures Act) compel certain minimum actions. These should be used in a way 
that maximizes tangible and effective participation by other co-leaders. 

Participant Comment: "Ecosystem 
management is not about "us" or "them," 
but rather it transcends ownership 
boundaries and should be recognized as 
"we" resource management. All parties can 
contribute, and all groups need to recognize 
each other's contributions. The expectation 
should not be maps of specific ecosystems or 
specific prescriptions for ecosystems, but 
rather, we should look for the tools and 
framework that all land managers, 
regardless of ownership objectives, can use 
to integrate scientifically based ecosystem 
approaches into their programs." 

Hierarchical Approaches 

Hierarchies are useful in ecological, economic, social, temporal, and political arenas to match the 
question or issue to the correct scale for analysis or decision-making. For example, in designing 
projects, knowledge of the characteristics and probable responses of the ecosystem are key to 
achieving objectives. It is useful to look one level above, to gain knowledge of context, and one 
level below, to gain understanding of content and processes. Theoretically, a hierarchy in the 
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decision-making process for ecosystem management could include the individual, family, 
community, county, state, region, national, and global levels. 

Agencies also have administrative hierarchies. For example, the Forest Service has ranger districts, 
forests, regions, the Washington Office, and the Department of Agriculture. Policies and decisions 
must be understood in the context of the hierarchy in which they are made. 

Cultural hierarchies are sometimes overlooked, but are also critically important. Local groups may 
differ in their risk willingness than will state or national groups. For example, a local development 
project may pose risk to an endangered species. Local groups may support the project, accepting 
the risk in favor of economic or other returns. National groups charged with the range-wide 
stewardship of the endangered species may not be willing to accept that same risk, given the 
potential impact to the species as a whole. In situations such as this, hierarchical analysis can more 
clearly portray the effect of decisions as multiple scales, and thereby assist with decision-making. 

Shifting Cultural Values 

Values shift over time — groups should not be seen as representing the same point of view on 
resource issues forever. Also, the public trust is constantly being reevaluated and reliance on older 
stereotypes and role models may greatly delay the implementation of a more holistic approach to 
land management. Agencies should work to improve and share data on human demographic trends 
so that local managers can better track and predict changes that are likely to occur as a result of 
shifting cultural values. Agencies must also meet rapid cultural changes with swift and effective 
personnel changes and training. 

The Role of Science in Ecosystem Management 

Everyone understands that good science is 
critical to good decision-making, but much 
research is not relevant to the actual managerial 
decisions. In particular, there is increasing need 
for research that simultaneously looks at 
structure, composition, and function at multiple 
scales. Since this kind of research is the most 
expensive to undertake, it is also becoming 
critical to build constituency support for 
scientific research. Finally, and perhaps most 
importantly, much controversy surrounding resource management questions is not due to the lack of 
science, or disagreements about the state of nature. Instead it involves basic disputes about human 
values. Scientists and decision-makers need to make sure these issues are clearly separated in both 
the research and decision-making process. 

Participant Comment: "No matter how 
good and usable the science is, nothing of 
great value will result without support for 
and direct action by local communities. The 
trust and confidence required for this may 
take years (start now!) Only then is the 
science useful/usable." 
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Laws — the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly 

Laws were identified both as inhibitors and as facilitators of ecologically-based stewardship. Some 
saw the Endangered Species Act as a motivator for change to avoid the need for difficult and costly 
efforts to save individual species. Others encouraged creative use of the administrative flexibility in 
this and other acts of Congress to demonstrate more quickly the benefits of broad authority. Narrow 
mandates were seen generally to hinder problem resolution, because they raised the likelihood of 
litigation. Many reported that when stakeholders resorted to law suits, the chances for successful 
ecological-based stewardship diminished sharply as stakeholders withdrew in anticipation of the 
courts' command and control. Others pointed out that some laws simply were not cast to solve the 
current problems of cross-boundary and joint ownership activities on larger landscapes. Thus, 
jurisdictional issues were seen as needing clarification before new cooperative activities could be 
undertaken wholeheartedly. 

I Need the Information Yesterday! 

Management decisions and public education are often hampered by the lack of current information 
from the scientific community. This is an important issue, especially given the dynamic nature of 
ecological stewardship issues. Participants reiterated the need to accelerate information 
dissemination through informal publications (that do not entail delays of months or years for 
publication), computer networks, and workshops that bring together the scientific and management 
communities. Scientists restated the need to ensure that their work was properly peer-reviewed and 
implemented correctly. Continued thoughtful and up-front interaction between scientists and 
managers is the best approach to this challenge. 

A Society of Ecosystem Stewards 

Participants suggested that a society or group specifically devoted to ecological stewardship would 
be appropriate and could provide the forum for effective communication and information exchange. 
Such a society should be non-traditional, that is, not simply involving publication of a scientific 
journal. Instead, such a group might be committed to bringing together the research and 
management communities, facilitating the sharing of successful partnerships and projects, and 
drawing lessons from the private sector. 

Broadening Our Horizons 

Biological and biophysical scientists have a great deal to learn from interactions with social 
scientists, physicists, economists, and other fields not traditionally associated with "core" natural 
resource science. In addition, ecosystem scientists have to seek greater exposure to philosophers (for 
example, ethicists, theologians, and esthetists) to help describe appropriate directions for ecosystem 
science. Finally, ecosystem scientists need to gain insight from creative people working in fields 
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such as literature, drama, movies and television, or photography. Such creative fields often reveal 
cultural preference and concerns, and, in their own way, enable scientific ventures. 

The Only Place it Matters is On the Ground 

No one at this workshop wanted to invest time in meetings, publications, or other activities that did 
not have a direct payoff for on-the-ground ecological stewardship. This was the underlying theme 
of every presentation and discussion. Clearly, the interactions between science and management 
authors led to a better understanding of what managers needed and what scientists could do. This 
sort of interaction needs to become the norm, rather than the exception. Furthermore, the on-the-
ground needs of the managers should drive the research system. 

Can We Adapt? 

Adaptive management, like ecosystem management, is one of those things that many people are 
already doing without realizing it. Participants felt, however, that "feedback loops" to provide 
managers with monitoring data and evaluations of their management actions were lacking in many 
agencies. Without this evaluation, managers have no way to assess the effectiveness of their actions 
and make necessary modifications. Many agencies have a history of collecting lots of data, but not 
of effectively using it for adaptive purposes. This was also recognized to be symptomatic of 
shifting agency goals. With the proper feedback loops, managers can be held accountable for their 
actions, and are, therefore, more likely to be responsive to local resource needs. 

WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS? 

Developing a Common Tool Kit 

In many ways, it is useful to think of an "ecological approach" as the "tool kit" from which 
managers can select activities that might aid them in understanding landscapes and resources. The 
term ecological approach (or ecosystem management, or sustainable resource management, or 
several other terms) is a convention for identifying a unifying concept and related set of tools for 
applying the concept in a particular situation or context. Each agency, each manager, each situation 
might choose a different set of tools to best address concerns in any specific circumstance. In 
relationship to past management, an ecological approach expands the tool kit available to land 
managers to understand resources and the potential effects of various management strategies. While 
some have expressed concerns about "cookie-cutter" approaches and prescriptive solutions, our 
view is that a sound ecological approach inherently provides more options and more flexibility for 
analytical efforts to support resource managers. 
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Some elements of an ecological approach that need broad agency collaboration include the need to: 
look at larger areas as a means of understanding the context for particular resources and features on 
public lands; examine resources across several scales as a means of understanding relationships 
more thoroughly; understand process and function as a means to understand effects and long-term 
sustainability better; assess historical patterns and features, particularly in regard to disturbance, as a 
means to describe conditions, trends and historical ranges of events; discuss desired conditions 
across large areas as a means of communicating about and cooperating on management across 
jurisdictions to understand various groups' goals. These and many other key elements are addressed 
within the 30 topics of the workshop. In many cases, federal agencies share the need for this 
information and have a clear incentive, especially at broader scales, to collect and synthesize 
information cooperatively. We see the final reference document as a key step in defining common 
tasks and identifying those essential "tools" that can be developed through partnerships. 

Each agency has several years of experience in developing elements of an ecological approach. 
None of us have a complete and totally operational package. We have all developed an improved 
understanding of an ecological approach over the last several years. This workshop was a beginning 
point in consolidating, documenting, and sharing this experience to increase the rate at which our 
organizations are able to apply an ecological approach in a range of situations. For example, we 
requested proposals for 12 case studies that would highlight the successful application of specific 
features of ecological stewardship. Several hundred case studies were proposed from which those at 
the workshop were selected. In addition, each agency has many pilot efforts, adaptive management 
areas, study sites, and new approaches that have been tested in field situation. 

Each agency will continue to support development of the final reference document. We will also 
continue to cooperate in developing and applying ecological approaches while the documentation 
process is underway. When the final product is complete we will use that as the foundation for 
improving our cooperation in pursuing those tools that are common to all of our approaches. 

Draft Papers 

Following the workshop, author teams are in the process of developing draft papers from the outline 
created at the workshop. Each author team has identified a team leader to act as a key contact. 
Management topic teams are extending their network of contacts and gathering information on 
examples for their papers. Science topic teams are continuing to develop their synthesis papers in 
line with discussions and information from the workshop. 

The Revision Process 

Development of a final review process is underway. Contacts have been made with several science 
and management based organizations with significant experience in efforts similar to this project to 
access interest in managing the review process. The review process will continue with the strong 
focus on maintaining a science-management partnership through the final product. The process 
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itself will entail several iterations. The first will likely be undertaken by several panels which will 
focus on the ties between the science and management papers on each topic and the linkages 
between draft papers across all topics. There may be additional interim steps in the review process. 
The final step will be a very broad comment and review opportunity for agencies, organizations, the 
public, and selected peer review of individual or groups of papers. The examination and synthesis of 
this broad review information may be accomplished by several independent teams with a set of 
recommendations sent to author teams. 

The first drafts of papers from author teams are due April 1, 1996. The intent is to have an 
agreement with an independent organization to manage the review process by that time. The steps 
and timing of the review process will be established with that organization. 

How Will the Final Reference Be Summarized? 

Charge: The Summary Team2 was charged with synthesizing each weeks varied presentations and 
discussions into primary themes, important questions, and follow-up activities. They will also 
develop a summary paper of the ecological stewardship project as a part of the final reference. The 
summary team consists of a political scientist, a forest scientist, a natural resource sociologist, an 
ecologist, a forest economist, and a wildlife biologist. During the workshop, the summary team 
read draft papers, attended general and breakout sessions, and met every day to discuss workshop 
progress and future work of the summary team. 

Goals: The Workshop Summary Team's plan for completing their assignment of a concluding 
chapter, includes a commitment to: 

• synthesize the papers into a set of key findings rather than provide a descriptive summary of 
workshop deliberations. The team will do a systematic review of each final science and 
management paper upon its completion. They will particularly look for insights that include 
principles and guidelines that are interagency, realistic, state-of-the-art, and provide useable 
knowledge, 

• provide an analysis of the historical forces that have necessitated that we move forward with 
ecosystem management and that have created imperatives and opportunities to which 
scientists and managers must respond, 

• create a vision to move ecosystem management into the future by making a series of 
proposals for change in land management, bureaucracies, law, research, and education. 

2HANNA J. CORTNER, Water Resource Research Center, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ; JOHN C. 
GORDON, Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, New Haven, CT; GARY E. MACHLIS, National 
Park Service and University of Idaho, Moscow, ID; PAUL C. RISSER, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR; 
DENNIS E. TEEGUARDEN, Forestry Department, University of California, Berkeley, CA; JACK WARD 
THOMAS, USDA Forest Service, Washington, DC 
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Hopefully, these proposals will have '"multiplier effects" in that they will trigger further changes 
that encourage ecosystem management. 

Participant Comment: "Don't write a 
concluding chapter! Rather issue a 
challenge in the last chapter to move us 
along a path of continuing evolution in our 
thinking about landscapes we manage. The 
last chapter should be a beginning not an 
end, It should outline where to from here." 

Preliminary recommendations and 
observations: As a result of discussions, 
participation, and interaction during the 
workshop, the Summary Team formulated a 
number of preliminary ideas regarding broad, 
strategic needs for moving ahead with 
implementation. In order for a wide range of 
partners to undertake essential activities, federal 
agencies should take the lead in pushing ahead. 
Comprehensive implementation of ecosystem 
management as the basis for the policies and 
practices guiding natural resource management on federal lands must begin immediately. The 
federal land management and regulatory agencies, with other public agencies and the private sector 
as active partners, will provide the leadership for this pervasive change in management techniques. 
Since ecological values, goods, and services cross public and private jurisdictional boundaries, 
federal agencies and their partners must continue to develop methods for including both public and 
private stakeholders into management decisions concerning public natural resources. The 
Summary Team preliminary ideas regarding broad strategic needs for moving ahead with 
implementation include the following recommendations: 

1. Congress needs to recognize that ecosystem management involves extensive sharing of 
information and interactive involvement of stakeholders in the management of federal lands 
and waters. Therefore, federal rules and policies must be revised to provide structures with 
incentives to encourage open exchange of information and productive collaborative 
decision-making needed for ecosystem management. 

A key example of a needed revision is the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) of 
1972, enacted to control excessive costs, lack of openness in decision-making, and 
inappropriate relationships between special interests and federal agencies. The Act is so 
inflexible that it significantly constrains open discussion with appropriate stakeholders, does 
not allow for spontaneous changes in direction as agency needs develop, and its prescribed 
procedures are unnecessarily bureaucratic. FACA needs to be revised to encourage open 
and inclusive interactions and exchanges of information that are implicitly advocated in its 
provisions, while guarding against inappropriate behavior. 

2. Federal land management agencies should initiate joint interdisciplinary research programs 
on ecosystem management, and conduct such research through creative partnerships among 
government, university, industry, state, and non-government organization scientists. An 
interagency working group should be established to coordinate qualitative and quantitative 
ecosystem management research across agencies and to recommend research priorities to the 
agencies, the Office of Management and Budget, and Congress. 
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3. Federal agencies should develop performance evaluation systems that are designed to reward 
employees for making measurable progress, using available science, building partnerships 
and coalitions, and other critical aspects of implementing ecosystem management "on-the-
ground." 

4. Administrators of natural resource programs and curricula should commission an 
independent review of the current organizational structures, incentive and reward systems 
for faculty, and curriculum content for all students and their learning experience. This 
review should recommend changes needed in research, instruction, and public service to 
integrate ecosystem more fully management principles and approaches. 

5. There is a need for broad involvement of all potential stakeholders in the resource 
assessment, planning, and decision making processes. All stakeholders and participants 
have a responsibility to acquire an understanding of the consequences of management 
alternatives. They should be prepared to participate in decision-making that trades one value 
for another, and to reach agreements with others that may often involve compromise. 

Federal agencies, with private partners and other publics, should develop programs to assist 
stakeholders in being better informed regarding environmental issues at local, regional, 
national, and global levels. 

TEN TAKE HOME IDEAS FROM TUCSON 
During the workshop a number of ideas emerged that provided some thought provoking 
examination of the assumptions, values, perceptions, and personal baggage each of us carries with 
us along during our daily routines. A number of these were proposed as little reminders to keep in 
your pocket and consider from time to time. Numerous participants noted that if we were as 
knowledgeable as we sometimes think we are, we probably would not find ourselves in the resource 
situations we currently face. The following are some ideas to put on the wall by your desk and from 
time to time, stop and think about as you deal with resource stewardship issues. 

"Nature is Dead" 

Primeval, or pristine "nature" above or exclusive of human involvement is a myth with little reality. 
If it once existed, it exists no longer. All ecosystems are integrated with and affected by humans. 
People and resources are inseparable. Ecosystem science and management is forevermore about 
people and their relationships with the rest of nature. 
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"Left Handers Are the Only People in Their Right Minds" 

Intuition and creativity are as important to ecosystem science and management as the scientific 
method and best management practices. Creative, enabling people must be called upon to sustain 
healthy, productive ecosystems. 

"The First Church of Science" 

Science is how we gather knowledge, not how we gain meaning. Science cannot contribute values 
and priorities to public decisions. Society's decisions depend on what people know and value, 
including what they believe expressed as religion, social conventions, and political choices. 

"Think Long-term, Act in the Moment" 

Predictability is a valuable feature of science and adaptive management. We tend to act 
moment-by-moment, using highly reliable tools, often without considering long-term conditions 
and ranges of choice for future generations. At the core of our long-term beliefs and commitments 
is our dedication to sustaining healthy, productive ecosystems. 

"Shared Knowledge Is Power" 

People used to act as if "information is power." Now we recognize that "the person who shares 
reliable information is powerful," gaining recognition and influence in a diverse, global context. 

"Dunk Data" 

Focus on the meaning of and potential uses for data—the informational ends—its reliability, and its 
applicability to common data-collection agreements. Do not collect data for data collections' sake. 

"If You're Not Half Out of Control, You Can't Win the Race" 

We exist within highly complex human and natural communities, influenced by chaos at every turn. 
We can not control anything particularly well. Yet, control and determinism are core beliefs driving 
much of present science and management. We must abandon control as a core belief and integrate 
complexity, evolution, and adaptability. We must recognize that people and societies can adapt but 
that we cannot definitively determine the future of ecosystems. 
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"Tear the Envelope" 

It is not enough simply to push the edge of the envelope. We have to find innovative, creative 
approaches to managing ecosystems. We must build on the past, reinterpreting past successes and 
failures, but not recycling past thinking. 

"Hey, It Happens" 

At times, chaos spawns extreme events and what we call "natural catastrophes" or "major 
disturbances" occur. We cannot manage for every extreme event, and, at times, for none of them. 
We can manage ecosystems to build resiliency so that extreme events help sustain ecosystems and 
contribute to their evolution. For example, management techniques can create healthy riparian 
zones so that "500-year" extreme floods and soil deposition are rapidly integrated into stream 
systems. 

"Get Real" 

Ecosystem esoterica—in the form of ecosystem science, management, and social philosophies—must 
be rapidly transformed into workable techniques and social values. 

These are some ideas and concepts that can be used to help make the cultural shift toward 
ecosystem management and ecological stewardship. 
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APPENDIX A 
LEAD AUTHORS 

Introductory Papers 
Guiding Principles and Workshop Overview 

JACK WARD THOMAS, Chief 
USD A Forest Service 
P.O. Box 96090 
Washington, DC 20090-6090 
Tel. 202-205-1661 
Fax. 202-205-1765 
Email. /s=j.thomas/oul=w0lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

The Human Ecosystem as an Organizing Concept in Ecosystem Management 

GARY E. MACHLIS 
Department of Forest Resources 
National Park Service 
University of Idaho 
Moscow, ID 83844-1133 
Tel. 208-885-7129/7054 
Fax. 208-885-6226 
Email, gmachlis@uidaho.edu 

Topic Papers 
1 PUBLIC EXPECTATIONS/SHIFTING VALUES 

Management Paper: 
KEN CORDELL 
USDA Forest Service 
Southern Research Station 
Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
320 Green Street 
Athens, GA 30602-2044 
DG:K.Cordell:S29L01A 
Tel. 706-546-2451 
Fax. 706-546-2406 
Email. /s=k.cordell/oul=s2910la@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

MICHELLE DAWSON 
USDI Bureau of Land Management 
Public Affairs Specialist 
1849 C Street, NW 
MS 504 LS 
Washington, DC 20240 

mailto:w0lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:gmachlis@uidaho.edu
mailto:s2910la@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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Tel. 202-452-5134 
Fax. 202-452-5124 

Science Paper: 
JOHN C. BLISS 
Auburn University 
School of Forestry 
Auburn, AL 36849 
Tel. 334-844-1049 
Fax. 334-844-1084 
Email, bliss@forestry.auburn.edu 

2 CULTURAL/SOCIAL DIVERSITY AND RESOURCE USE 

Management Paper: 
CAROL RAISH, Research Social Scientist 
USDA Forest Service 
Rocky Mountain Research Station 
Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
2205 Columbia, SE 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
DG: C.Raish:S28L01A 
Tel. 505-766-1045 
Fax. 505-766-1046 
Email. /s=c.raish/oul=s28101 a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
WILLIAM DE BUYS 
Conservation Fund 
1511 Don Gaspar 
SanteFe,NM 87501 
Tel. 505-984-2871 
Fax. 505-982-5355 

3 PROCESSES FOR ACHIEVING CONSENSUS IN LAND STEWARDSHIP AND SUSTAINABILITY 

Management Paper: 
ERIC NATTI 
USDI Bureau of Land Management 
2550 N. State Street 
Ukiah, CA 95482 
Tel. 707-468-4048 
Fax. 707-468-4027 

Science Paper: 
JEFFREY M. ROMM 
University of California College of Natural Resources 
Environmental Science, Policy, and Management 
101 Giannini Hall 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Tel. 510-642-6499 
Fax. 510-643-5438 
Email, jeffromm@nature.berkeley.edu 

mailto:bliss@forestry.auburn.edu
mailto:a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:jeffromm@nature.berkeley.edu
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4 REGIONAL COOPERATION 

Management Paper: 
KATE JOHNSON, Geoscientist, External Relations 
USDI Geological Survey 
W904 Riverside Avenue 
Spokane, WA 99201-1087 
Tel. 509-353-3113 
Fax. 509-353-3170 
Email, kjohnson@usgs.gov 

Science Paper: 
STEVEN L. YAFFEE 
School of Natural Resources and the Environment 
Department of Resource Policy and Behavior 
University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1115 
Tel. 313-763-5451 or 764-6453 (Dept.) 
Fax. 313-936-2195 
Email, steven.l.yaffee@um.cc.umich.edu 

5 HUMAN ROLE IN THE EVOLUTION OF NORTH AMERICAN ECOSYSTEMS 

Management Paper: 
RICHARD PERIMAN, Research Social Scientist 
USDA Forest Service 
Rocky Mountain Research Station 
Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
2205 Columbia, SE 
Albuquerque, NM 87106 
DG:R.Periman:S28L01A 
Tel. 505-766-1398 
Fax. 505-766-1048 
Email. /s=r.periman/ou 1 =s28101 a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
THOMAS M. BONNICKSEN 
Texas A&M University 
Department of Forest Science 
Room 305, Horticulture/Forest Science Building 
College Station, TX 77843-2135 
Tel. 409-845-6098 
Fax. 409-845-6049 

6 LAND USE OVER TIME 

Management Paper: 
DANIEL M. LEAVELL 
USDA Forest Service 
Kootenai National Forest 
506 US Highway 2 West 
Libby, MT 59923 
DG Address: R01F14A 

mailto:kjohnson@usgs.gov
mailto:steven.l.yaffee@um.cc.umich.edu
mailto:a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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Tel. 406-293-6211 ext 2121 
Fax. 406-293-6418 
Email. /s=d.leavell/ou 1 =r01 f 14a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: (How Many People Can the Earth Support?) 
JOEL E. COHEN 
The Laboratory of Populations 
Rockefeller University 
1230 York Avenue 
New York, NY 10021 
Tel. 212-327-8883 
Fax. 212-327-7974 

7 SHIFTING HUMAN USE AND EXPECTED DEMANDS FOR NATURAL RESOURCES 

Management Paper: 
GREG SUPER 
USDA Forest Service 
Auditors Building 
14th and Independence Ave, SW 
Washington, DC 20250 
DG:G.Super:W01C 
Tel. 202-205-1398 
Fax. 202-205-1145 
Email. /s=g.super/oul=w0lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
GEORGE WOODWELL, Director 
Woods Hole Research Center 
13 Church Street 
Box 296 
Woods Hole, MA 02543 
Tel. 508-540-9900 
Fax. 508-540-9700 

ROSS WHALEY, President 
SUNY 
College of Environmental Science and Forestry 
Syracuse, NY 13210 
Tel. 315-470-6681 
Fax. 315-470-6977 

8 HERITAGE MANAGEMENT 

Management Paper: 
DAVE RUPPERT 
USDI Park Service 
12795 W. Alameda Parkway 
PO Box 25287 
Denver, CO 80225 
Tel. 303-969-2879 
Fax. 303-969-2644 
Email. Dave_Ruppert@NPS.gov 

mailto:14a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:w0lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:Dave_Ruppert@NPS.gov
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PAT SPOERL 
USDA Forest Service 
Coronado National Forest 
300 West Congress Street 
Tucson, AZ 85701 
DG: P.Spoerl:R03F05A 
Tel. 520-670-4546 
Fax. 520-670-4567 
Email. /s=p.spoerl/oul=r03f05a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
ALAN P. SULLIVAN, Associate Professor and Head 
Department of Anthropology 
University of Cincinnati 
PO Box 210380 
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0380 
Tel. 513-556-2772 
Fax. 513-556-2778 
Email. SULLIVAP@UCBEH.SAN.UC.EDU 

9 ECOSYSTEM SUSTAINABILITY AND CONDITION 

Management Paper: 
ROB HENDRICKS 
USDA Forest Service 
International Forestry Policy and Planning 
PO Box 96090 
Washington, DC 20090-6090 
DG: R.Hendricks:W01C 
Tel. 202-273-4730 
Fax. 202-273-4750 
Email. /s=r.hendricks/ou 1 =w01 c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
C. RONALD CARROLL 
Institute of Ecology 
University of Georgia 
Athens, GA 30602 
Tel. 706-542-6018 
Fax. 706-542-6040 
Email, rcarroll@sparrow.ecology.uga.edu 

10 ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION/MAINTENANCE 

Management Paper: 
JIM KENNA 
USDI Bureau of Land Mangement 
Deschutes Resource Area Manager 
P.O. Box 550 
Prineville, OR 97754 
DG: J.Kenna:R06F01A 
Tel. 541-447-8757 
Fax. 541-447-8798 

mailto:r03f05a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:SULLIVAP@UCBEH.SAN.UC.EDU
mailto:c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:rcarroll@sparrow.ecology.uga.edu
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Email.jkenna@or0033wp.orso.or.blm.gov 

Science Paper: 
WALLACE COVINGTON 
P.O.Box 15018 
School of Forestry 
Northern Arizona University 
Flagstaff, AZ 86011 
Tel. 520-523-6635 or 523-3031 
Fax. 520-523-1080 

11 GENETIC AND SPECIES DIVERSITY 

Management Paper: 
PAT MANLEY, F&WM Staff, Regional Wildlife Biologist 
USDA Forest Service 
630 Sansome Street 
San Francisico, CA 94111 
DG: P.Manely:R05A 
Tel. 415-705-1168 
Fax. 415-705-1284 
Email. /s=p.manley/oul=r05a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

SAFIYA SAMMAN, Geneticist-Placerville Nursery 
USDA Forest Service 
2375 Fruitridge Road 
Camino, CA 95705 
DG: S.Samman:R05F03D57A 
Tel. 916-642-5031 
Fax. 916-642-5099 
Email. /s=s.samman/oul=r05f03d57a@mhs-fswa.attmail.conj 

Science Paper: 
MICHAEL A. HUSTON 
808 West Outer Drive 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 
Tel. 423-576-8001 
Fax. 423-574-2232 
Email: mhu@wbw.esd.ornl.gov 

12 ECOSYSTEM AND LANDSCAPE DIVERSITY 

Management Paper: 
JULIE CONCANNON 
USDA Forest Service 
Monongahela National Forest 
USDA Building, 200 Sycamore Street 
Elkins.WV 26241-3962 
DG: J.Concannon:R09F21A 
Tel. 304-636-1800 
Fax. 304-636-1875 
Email. /s=j.concannon/ou 1 =r09f21 a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

mailto:Email.jkenna@or0033wp.orso.or.blm.gov
mailto:r05a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:mhu@wbw.esd.ornl.gov
mailto:a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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Science Paper: 
JAMES GOSZ 
Department of Biology 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 
Tel.505-277-2265 
Fax. 505-277-5355 
Email, jgosz@lternet.edu 

13 POPULATION VIABILITY 

Management Paper: 
DICK HOLTHAUSEN, Terrestrial Habitat Ecology Coordinator 
USDA Forest Service 
Box 1148 
Corvallis, OR 97339 
DG: R.Holthausen:R06F12A 
Tel. 503-737-1979 
Fax. 503-737-3590 
Email. /s=d.holthausen/oul=r06fl2a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
BARRY NOON, Project Leader 
USDA Forest Service 
Pacific Southwest Forest & Range Exp. Station 
Redwood Sciences Laboratory 
1700 Bay view Drive 
Areata, CA 95521 
Tel. 707-822-3691 
Fax. 707-822-5628 
Email. /s=b.noon/ou 1 =s2710la@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 
DG. S27L01A 

14 ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS AND PROCESSES 

Management Paper: 
MILES HEMSTROM 
Pacific Northwest Region 
PO Box 3624 
Portland, OR 97208 
DG: M.Hemstrom:R06C 
Tel. 503-326-5918 
Fax. 503-326-2476 
Email. /s=m.hemstrom/oul=r06c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
ARIEL LUGO, Director 
USDA Forest Service 
International Institute of Tropical Forestry 
Call Box 25000 
University of Puerto Rico Exp. Station Grounds 
Rio Piedras, PR 00928-2500 
Tel. 809-766-5335 

mailto:jgosz@lternet.edu
mailto:r06fl2a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:s2710la@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:r06c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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Fax. 809-766-6302 
Email. /s=a.lugo/oul=r 12a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 
DG. R12A 

15 ROLE OF DISTURBANCE AND TEMPORAL DYNAMICS 

Management Paper: 
DAVE MERIWETHER 
USDA Forest Service 
Southern Region 
1720 Peach tree Road 
Atlanta, GA 30367 
DG: D.Meriwether:R08B 
Tel. 404-347-4663 
Fax. 404-347-5401 
Email. /s=d.meriwether/oul=wOlc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
PETER S. WHITE 
CB# 3280, Coker Hall 
Department of Biology 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Tel. 919-962-6939 
Fax. 919-962-1625 
Email. PSWHITE@UNC.EDU 

16 SCALE PHENOMENA 

Management Paper: 
DAVE CARAHER 
USDA Forest Service 
Pacific Northwest Region 
PO Box 3623 
Portland, OR 97208 
DG: D.Caraher:R06C 
Tel. 503-326-2956 
Fax. 503-326-7166 
Email. /s=d.caraher/oul=r06c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
JONATHAN B. HAUFLER, Manager 
Wildlife and Ecology 
Boise Cascade Corporation 
Timberland Resources 
One Jefferson Square 
P.O. Box 50 
Boise, ID 83728-0001 
Tel. 208-384-6013 
Fax. 208-384-7699 

mailto:12a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:wOlc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:PSWHITE@UNC.EDU
mailto:r06c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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17 ECOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION 

Management Paper: 
CHRIS TOPIK 
USDA Forest Service 
Auditors Building 
14th and Independence Ave, SW 
Washington DC 20250 
DG: C.Topik:W01C 
Tel. 202-205-1746 
Fax. 202-205-1096 
Email. /s=c.topik/ou 1 =w01 c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
DENNIS H. GROSSMAN 
Science Division 
The Nature Conservancy 
1815 N.Lynn Street 
Arlington, VA 22209 
Tel. 703-841-5305 
Fax. 703-525-8024 

18 SOCIAL/CULTURAL CLASSIFICATION 

Management Paper: 
JERRY WILLIAMS, Regional Sociologist 
USDA Forest Service 
333 SW 1st Avenue 
Portland, OR 97208-3623 
DG: J.Williams:R06A 
Tel. 503-326-7744 
Fax. 503-326-7742 
Email. /s=j.williams/oul=r06a@ mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
MARIE MAGLEBY 
University of California - Berkeley 
c/o USDA Forest Service 
2400 Washington, Ave. 
Reading, CA 96001 
Tel. 916-246-5047 
Fax. 916-246-5045 

19 SOCIAL SYSTEM FUNCTION AND PROCESS 

Management Paper: 
GENEEN GRANGER 
USDA Forest Service 
Alaska Region 
Federal Office Building 
PO Box 21628 
Juneau, AK 99802-1628 
DG: G.Granger:R10A 

mailto:c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
http://mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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Tel. 907-586-8854 
Fax. 907-586-7852 
Email. /s=g.granger/ou 1 =r 10a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
BERNARD J. LEWIS, Research Associate 
University of Minnesota 
22 Raymond Place, #1 
St. Paul, MN 55114 
Tel. 612-644-3934 (home), 612-625-6633 (office) 
Fax. 612-649-5285 
DG: B.Lewis:S23A 

20 ECONOMIC INTERACTIONS AT LOCAL/REGIONAL/NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL SCALES 

Management Paper: 
KATHLEEN MORSE 
USDA Forest Service 
Alaska Region 
Federal Office Building 
PO Box 21628 
Juneau, AK 99802-1628 
DG: K.Morse:R10A 
Tel. 907-586-8809 
Fax. 907-586-7843 
Email. /s=k.morse/ou 1 =r 1 Oa@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
ROGER A. SEDJO, Senior Fellow 
Resources for the Future 
Energy and Natural Resources Division 
1616 P. Street, NW 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Tel. 202-328-5065 
Fax. 202-939-3460 

21 ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS 

Management Paper: 
DAVE IVERSON 
USDA Forest Service 
324 25th Street 
Ogden.UT 84401 
DG: D.Iverson:R04A 
Tel. 801-625-5278 
Fax. 801-625-5277 
Email. /s=d.iverson/oul=r04a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
STEPHEN FARBER 
Graduate School of Public and International Affairs, 

3E32-FQ 
University of Pittsburgh 

mailto:10a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:Oa@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:r04a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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Forbes Quadrangle 
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 
Tel. 412-648-7602 
Fax. 412-648-2605 

22 PRODUCING AND USING NATURAL RESOURCES 

Management Paper: 
MARLIN JOHNSON 
USDA Forest Service 
Southwester Region 
Federal Building 
517 Gold Avenue, SW 
Albuquerque, NM 87102 
DG: M.Johnson:R03A 
Tel. 505-842-3242 
Fax. 505-842-3800 
Email. /s=m.johnson/oul=r03a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
DOUGLAS MACCLEERY 
USDA Forest Service 
P.O. Box 96090 
Washington, DC 20090-6090 
Tel. 202-205-1745 
Fax. 202-205-1045 
Email. /s=d.maccleery/ou 1 =w01 c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 
DG.W01C 

23 UNCERTAINTY AND RISK ASSESSMENT 

Management Paper: 
TODD MOWRER 
USDA Forest Service 
Rocky Mountain Research Station 
240 West Prospect Rd. 
Fort Collins, CO 80526-2098 
DG: T.Mowrer:S28A 
Tel. 970-498-1255 
Fax. 970-498-1010 
Email. /s=t.mower/oul=s28a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

SUSAN FOX 
USDA Forest Service 
Southern Research Station 
North Carolina State University 
1509 Varsity Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27606 
DG: S.Fox:S29L03A 
Tel. 919-515-3311 
Fax. 919-515-3593 
Email. /s=s.fox/oul=s29103a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

mailto:r03a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:s28a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:s29103a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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Science Paper: 
RICHARD W. HAYNES 
Pacific Northwest Research Station 
Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
1221 SW Yamhill 
Suite 200 
P.O. Box 3890 
Portland, OR 97208-3890 
Tel. 503-321-5802 
Fax. 503-321-5880 
Email. /s=r.hayes/oul=s26107a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 
DG. S26L07A 

24 ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND MAINTAINING FLEXIBILITY 

Management Paper: 
JOYCE CASEY 
Pacific Northwest Region 
PO Box 3623 
Portland, OR 97208-3623 
DG: J.Casey:R06C 
Tel. 503-326-5817 
Fax. 503-326-7742 
Email. /s=j.casey/ou 1 =R06a@mhs-fswa.attmail.comm 

Science Paper: 
JAMES KENNEDY 
Department of Forest Resources 
Utah State University 
Logan, UT 84332 

On Sabattical (I.P.A.) to: 
USDI Bureau of Land Management 
Washington, DC 
Tel. 202-208-3898 
Fax.202-208-5902 

25 LEGAL PERSPECTIVES 

Management Paper: 
JIM MORRISON 
USDA Forest Service 
Flathead National Forest 
1935 3rd Ave. E. 
Kalispell, MT 59901 
DG: J.MorrisiomROlFlOA 
Tel. 406-758-5270 
Fax. 406-758-5363 
Email. em:jmo(a)netrix.net 

fswa/s=j.morrison/ou 1 =r01 f 10a@mhs.attmail.com 

mailto:s26107a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:10a@mhs.attmail.com
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Science Paper: 
ROBERT KEITER 
Professor of Law 
College of Law 
University of Utah 
Salt Lake, UT 84112 
Tel. 801-581-5035 
Fax. 801-581-6897 

26 ASSESSMENTS 

Management Paper: 
GENE LESSARD 
USDA Forest Service 
Auditors Building 
14th and Independence Ave, SW. 
Washington, DC 20250 
DG:G.Lessard:W01C 
Tel. 202-205-0962 
Fax. 202-205-1012 
Email. /s=g.lessard/ou 1 =w0lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
RUSSELL T. GRAHAM 
USDA Forest Service 
Intermountain Research Station 
Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
1221 South Main 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Tel. 208-883-2325 
Fax. 208-883-2318 
Email. /s=r.graham/oul=s22104a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 
DG. S22L04A 

27 ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT 

Management Paper: 
JON MARTIN 
USDA Forest Service 
Pacific Northwest Region 
Ecologist-Willamette National Forest 
Box 1148 
Corvallis, OR 97333 
DG: J.Martin:R06F12A 
Tel. 503-750-7081 
Fax. 503-750-7234 
Email. /s=j.martin/oul=r06f 12a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
BERNARD BORMANN 
USDA Forest Service 
Pacific Northwest Research Station 
Forestry Sciences Laboratory 

mailto:w0lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:s22104a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:12a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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3200 SW Jefferson Way 
Corvallis, OR 97331 
Tel. 541-750-7323 
Fax. 541-758-7760 or 750-7329 (Old AC 503) 
Email. /s=b.bormann/oul=s26105a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 
DG. S26L05A 

28 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS/MODELS AND ANALYSES 

Management Paper: 
JENNIFER BJORK, Resource Management Specialist 
USDI Park Service 
Cumberland Island National Seashore 
PO Box 806 
St. Marys, GA 31558 
Tel. 912-674-0996 
Fax. 912-882-6284 

JOHN PAYNE, Senior Wildlife Biologist 
USDI Bureau of Land Managment 
222 West 7th Avenue, #13 
Anchorage, AK 99512-7599 
Tel. 907-271-3431 
Fax. 907-271-5497 

Science Paper: 
CHADWICK D. OLIVER, Professor of Silviculture and Forest Ecology 
University of Washington 
College of Forest Resources 
Forest Management and Engineering Division 
292 Bloedel Hall 
Box 352100 
Seattle, WA 98195-2100 
Tel. 206-685-0875 
Fax. 206-685-0790 
Email. 01iver@u.washington.edu 

29 MONITORING AND EVALUATION 

Management Paper: 
DOUG POWELL 
USDA Forest Service 
14th and Independence Ave, SW. 
Washington, DC 20250 
DG: D.PowelhWOlC 
Tel. 202-205-1724 
Fax. 202-205-1012 
Email. /s=d.powell/oul=w0 lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
ROBERT UNNASCH 
The Nature Conservancy 
1815 N.Lynn Street 

mailto:s26105a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:01iver@u.washington.edu
mailto:lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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Arlington, VA 22209 
Tel. 703-841-5386 
Fax. 703-247-3674 
Email, bunnasch@tnc.org 

30 DATA MANAGEMENT. COLLECTION AND INVENTORY 

Management Paper: 
CINDY CORRELL 
USD A Forest Service 
Rocky Mountain region 
PO Box 25127 
Lakewood, CO 80225 
DG: C.Correll:R02A 
Tel. 303-275-5012 
Fax. 303-275-5074 
Email. /s=c.correll/oul=r02a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Science Paper: 
ALLEN COOPERRIDER 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Klamath Basin Ecosystem Restoration Office 
Ukiah Field Office 
2550 N. State St. 
Ukiah, CA 95482 
Tel. 707-468-4059 
Fax. 707-468-4027 

Summary Papers 

Integrating Social and Economic Considerations into an Ecological Approach 

ROGER CLARK, Program Manager 
People and Natural Resources 
USDA Forest Service 
PNW Research Station 
Forestry Sciences Laboratory 
4043 Roosevelt Way, NE 
Seattle, WA 98105 
Tel. 206-553-7817 
Fax. 206-553-7709 
DG. R06F05A 
Email. /s=r.clark/oul=r06f05a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 

Overall Meeting Summary and Synthesis 

GARY E. MACHLIS (Has lead for putting summary paper together) 
Department of Forest Resources 
National Park Service 

mailto:bunnasch@tnc.org
mailto:r02a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:r06f05a@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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University of Idaho 
Moscow, ID 83844-1133 
Tel. 208-885-7129/7054 
Fax. 208-885-6226 
Email, gmachlis@uidaho.edu 

HANNA J. CORTNER 
Water Resource Research Center 
350 North Campbell 
University of Arizona 
Tucson, AZ 85721 
Tel. 520-792-9591 
Fax. 520-792-8518 
Email, wrrc@ccitarizona.edu 

JOHN C. GORDON 
Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, Marsh Hall 
360 Prospect Street 
New Haven, CT 06511 
Tel. 203-432-5107 
Fax. 203-432-5682 
Email.jgordon@yalevm.cis.yale.edu 

PAUL C. RISSER, President 
600 Administrative Services 
Oregon State University 
Corvallis, OR 97331-2128 
Tel. 541-737-2565 
Fax. 541-737-3033 
Email, risserp@ccmail.orst.edu 

DENNIS E. TEEGUARDEN 
ESPM- Forestry Department 
145MulfordHalI-3114 
University of California 
Berkeley, CA 94720 
Tel. 510-643-6836 or 510-642-0377 
Fax. 510-643-5438 

JACK WARD THOMAS, Chief 
USDA Forest Service 
P.O. Box 96090 
Washington, DC 20090-6090 
Tel. 202-205-1661 
Fax. 202-205-1765 
Email. /s=j.thomas/oul=w0lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 
DG. W01C 

mailto:gmachlis@uidaho.edu
mailto:wrrc@ccitarizona.edu
mailto:Email.jgordon@yalevm.cis.yale.edu
mailto:risserp@ccmail.orst.edu
mailto:w0lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
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Workshop Contacts 

Co-executive Secreataries 

Foundation Contact 

WILLIAM T. SEXTON 
USDA Forest Service 
Ecosystem Management - 3C 
P.O. Box 96090 
Washington, D.C. 20090-6090 
Tel. 202-205-1795 
Fax. 202-205-1012 
Email. /s=b.sexton/oul=w0 lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 
DG. W01C 

ROBERT C. SZARO 
USDA Forest Service 
Ecosystem Management - 3C 
P.O. Box 96090 
Washington, D.C. 20090-6090 
Tel. 202-205-1316 
Fax. 202-205-1530 
Email. /s=r.szaro/ou 1 =w01 c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com 
DG.W01C 

PETER STANGEL 
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation 
Suite 900 
1120 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20036 
Tel. 202-857-5676 
Fax. 202-857-0162 
EMAIL: Stangel@NFWF.ORG 

mailto:lc@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:c@mhs-fswa.attmail.com
mailto:Stangel@NFWF.ORG
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Personal Perspectives 

To me as a federal employee, the workshop confirmed the need to communicate across 
non-traditional lines - the ecological principles beg the obvious: if species and 
communities do not honor political boundaries, then the ecosystem approach is all but 
cross-boundary coordination and cooperation whether that be organizational, cultural, 
recreational, or professional. 

Gordon Brown, Refuges - Private Lands Coordinator 
USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, Arlington Virginia 

The workshop succeeded in several ways. It demonstrated the depth and breadth of 
scientific knowledge of the federal communities and showcased numerous studies where 
this knowledge was being used toward improved ecosystem management. It also brought 
together the leadership of some of the land management agencies to hear and participate 
in the discussions. I applaud the efforts to accomplish such a complicated and 
marathon effort. 

Steven E. Ragone, President 
S.E. Ragone & Associates, Reston, Virginia 

One point that emerged from the workshop is that the federal government is not the only 
player in ecosystem management. The interest and involvement of state and private 
agencies, organizations, and companies displayed considerable promise and expertise in 
ecosystem management for the future. The recommendations of the overview team to 
facilitate partnerships between the federal government and other land managers in a non-
regulatory, non-threatening manner will be important to meet ecosystem management 
goals in most landscapes across the country. 

Jonathan B. Haufler, Manager 
Wildlife and Ecology, Boise Cascade Corp. 
Timberland Resources 
Boise, Idaho 

Bill Wall, Wildlife Biologist 
Potlach Corporation 
Wood Products, Western Division 
Lewiston, Idaho 



"We abuse the land because we regard it as a commodity 
belonging to us. When we see land as a community 
to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love 
and respect." 

ALDO LEOPOLD 


